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Terratrac systems fromClaas are used on awide range ofmachines. From the Lexion range of combines to harvesters
fromGrimme, Ploeger andDewulf, all benefit from theTerratrac friction drive undercarriage.

Our specially designed tracks for these models have a short pitch, which gives them a higher number of tread lugs,
improving their resistance towear, crushing and road behaviour.

What’s more, all our tracks feature simultaneous vulcanisation of the tread lugs, the drive studs and the track core,
making themmore resistant to tearing.

Thanks to their reliability and respect for original dimensions, Vulcan Agri tracks are perfectly suited to Claas
machines and all brands equippedwith theTerratrac system.

Claas TERRA TRAC

A range of tracks from 18″ to 36″
wide for all makes of tracked
agricultural machinery.

Complete range of
agricultural tracks

Delivery by tracked priority
courier throughout Europe or by
charter for export outside the EU.

Fast delivery within
24 hours

Our experts will determine the
best dimensions for your machine
and guarantee that the parts will
fit.

Adaptability of parts and
guaranteed assembly

A guaranteed, cost-effective range
of rollers and wheels for all major
makes of tractors and harvesters.

Spare parts for
undercarriage

REFERENCE WIDTH LENGHT TREAD PITCH
TREAD
HEIGHT

TREAD
WIDTH

GUIDE
LUGS PLY THICKNESS

25”X6.75”x39 25” 263” 78 6.75” 2” 2” 39 4 1.5”
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Leach Lewis supply the industry only with high quality products at extremely competitive prices. We have a
long tradition of servicing andmaintaining high levels of customer satisfaction.

Vulcanisation in one step of track core, guide
lugs and tread patterns reinforce solidity and
prevent tread pull off. All track parts are
strongly vulcanised and bonded together. Low
wearability rubber compound offers extended
lifetime.

New self-cleaning tread bars improve traction
whilst offering no vibrations. The tracks are
designed to last and come with up to 2 years
warranty on Friction and Positive Drive
Machines.

One Step Vulcan

EngineeredQuality

Trusted Dealer

Range of
tracks from
18″ to 36″
wide

The track tensile strength is ensured by a full layer of
5.4mm, seamless tension cables. In addition, the
track’s core is reinforced with as much as four steel
cable layers placed at special angles to maximise the
core stiffness, making our tracks the best choice for
durability and flexibility.

Strong Cables



LEACH LEWIS RUBBER TRACKS LIMITED
Units 4-5 HikersWay, Crendon Industrial Park, Long CrendonHP18 9RW
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